“There is nothing that can prevent me from supporting her:” Men’s perspectives on their involvement and support of women’s use of topical therapy for cervical precancer treatment in Kenya
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Abstract

Purpose: Cervical cancer disproportionately impacts women in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs). The World Health Organization’s (WHO) 90/70/90 strategy aims to eliminate cervical cancer by 2030 by increasing HPV vaccination coverage to 90%, screening 70% of eligible women, and effectively treating 90% of those with abnormal results by 2030, potentially preventing 62 million deaths in LMICs. LMICs, however, struggle with limited access to cervical precancer treatment, in part due to a lack of trained professionals and weak health systems. Effective non-surgical, self-administered, which have demonstrated efficacy in high-income countries, could bridge the treatment gap in LMICs and may be more scalable and cost-effective than provider-administered therapies. To inform feasibility studies in LMICs, data are needed on the role of male partners in influencing the acceptability and uptake of self-administered topical therapies, including their support of recommended abstinence and contraception guidelines associated with these therapies.

Methods: Between November 2022 and April 2023, we conducted five focus group discussions (FGDs) with men aged 25 to 65 years in Kenya to explore their perspective and perceived support
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regarding their female partners using topical self-administered therapies for cervical precancer treatment. The FGDs were moderated by local qualitative research assistants and conducted in local languages, transcribed, coded, and analyzed using qualitative description.

**Results:** Male participants in the FGDs strongly expressed acceptance and willingness to support their wives or partners in using topical therapies for cervical precancer treatment, if available. Reported supportive behavior included permitting the use of the therapies and support of maintaining abstinence during the recommended times. Additionally, participants desired male involvement in clinic and community-based education about topical therapies to facilitate widespread support.

**Conclusion:** The use of self-administered topical therapies for cervical precancer treatment, if supported by efficacy studies in LMICs, may support achieving the WHO’s 2030 goal of 90% treatment access. We find that with adequate education, men express overwhelming support of their female partner’s use of topical therapies, including adherence to abstinence and contraception guidelines.
1.0 Introduction

In 2018, the World Health Organization (WHO) launched the 90/70/90 global strategy to eliminate cervical cancer, the first-ever global commitment to eliminate a cancer (1). This strategy recognizes that cervical cancer can be prevented through a combination of primary and secondary prevention and calls for 90% human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccination of all girls by age 15 years, 70% of all women receiving cervical cancer screening with a high-performance test at least twice in their lifetime, and 90% of those with an abnormal screening result adequately treated by 2030 (1).

Reaching these targets would achieve an elimination threshold of 4 or fewer cases of cervical cancer per 100,000 women globally. Nowhere will these targets make a difference, as in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs), where women bear a dire and unequal burden of cervical cancer. In 2020, it is estimated that of the approximately 600,000 new cervical cancer cases and 342,000 deaths, 85% of the cases and 90% of the deaths occurred in LMICs (2). The burden of cervical cancer is particularly pronounced in sub-Saharan Africa, a reflection in part lack of established health systems (3) and the dual epidemics of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and HPV(4) Malawi, in Eastern Africa, has the world’s highest mortality from cervical cancer, with 51.5 deaths per 100,000 per year, twice the rate in Eastern Africa (28.6/100,000/year), and seven times the global rate (7.3/100,000/year) (5). As a result, cervical cancer is the leading cause of preventable premature cancer deaths in LMICs, accounting for 26.3% (1.83 million/6.93 million) of the total preventable premature years of life lost from cancer in 2020 (6).

While increasingly more LMICs have established HPV vaccination programs (7) and progress is being made in launching population-based screening programs, (8) access to cervical precancer treatment remains significantly limited (9–13). Cervical precancer, also known as cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN), the premalignant lesion caused by persistent infection with HPV, is treatable if identified through screening, preventing progression to cervical cancer (14). However, following screening and identification of precancerous lesions, most women in LMICs lack access to treatment. In a study from Kenya, following community-based HPV screening, only 52% of those who tested HPV-positive and were referred to a health facility for treatment ultimately received treatment within six months (15). Similarly, in a retrospective study on the treatment completion following cervical cancer screening among women living with HIV in South Africa, among 2072 women with abnormal pap smears between 2013 and 2018, only 174 (25.6%) underwent guideline-indicated management within 18 months (11). Between 2011 and 2015 in Malawi, only 43.3% and 31.8% of women with precancer who required cryotherapy or excision, respectively, received treatment (16). Challenges associated with precancer treatment in LMICs include a significant loss-to-follow-up rate, as high as 40-50%, when women screened in rural facilities are required to visit central referral facilities to access treatment,(13) lack of or non-functional treatment devices at referral facilities,(16) and fragile health systems with high patient to provider ratio, resulting in significant delays in treatment access due to few or lack of trained personnel (12). In a study from the national referral hospital in Kenya, the median time to excisional treatment among those who successfully made it to the referral facility was 167 days (interquartile range 101-276 days) (17), further increasing the risk of loss-to-follow-up. To achieve the WHO target of 90% of women with cervical precancer receiving treatment globally by 2030, there is an urgent need for scalable, innovative, yet resource-appropriate strategies to close the precancer treatment gap in LMICs, including the use of patient-administered topical therapies.

While no non-surgical therapies are currently approved for the treatment of cervical precancer, the use of topical, non-excisional therapies for cervical precancer is an area of active investigation (18–24). The feasibility,(21,25,26) acceptability,(19,27) and efficacy of several topical self- or provider-
administered therapies for cervical precancer treatment have been demonstrated in several studies in high-income countries (21,27–29), including randomized trials (18,19,30–32). In a randomized U.S. trial of women with cervical intraepithelial neoplasia grade 2 (CIN2), participants were randomized to 6-month observation or self-administered intravaginal 5-Fluorouracil (5FU) for primary treatment (19). Under intention-to-treat analysis, participants in the 5FU arm had a 1.62 relative risk of CIN2 disease regression (95% CI 1.10-2.56) compared to the observation arm (p=0.01), demonstrating the efficacy of self-administered 5FU cream for treating CIN2 disease. In this study, intravaginal 5FU, used once every other week for eight applications, was safe and highly acceptable, with no moderate or severe adverse events observed. In a 2020 U.S.-based single-arm Phase I study on the use of self-administered intravaginal Artesunate suppositories for primary treatment of cervical intraepithelial neoplasia grade 2 or 3 (CIN2/3), 67.9% of participants had disease regression within 15 weeks of Artesunate self-treatment (21) compared to an observed spontaneous regression rate of 28% over a similar period (33). Similarly, in this study, self-administered intravaginal Artesunate was safe and well-tolerated, with mild and self-limited adverse events. Both topical 5FU and Artesunate are on the WHO Model List of Essential Medications (34) and could feasibly be repurposed as self-administered cervical precancer treatment(19) if backed by feasibility, acceptability, and efficacy studies from LMICs. Compared to the standard-of-care provider-administered cervical precancer treatment methods, which are often inaccessible in LMICs, patient-administered topical therapies with cytotoxic or antiviral properties may be a highly scalable and cost-effective method to bridge the current precancer treatment gap in LMICs. Additionally, excisional precancer treatment methods are associated with obstetric complications, including preterm birth (35), which are particularly consequential in LMICs where access to neonatal care is limited (36).

To inform feasibility and efficacy studies on the use of topical therapies for cervical precancer treatment among women in LMICs, data are needed on the role of male partners in influencing their acceptability and uptake of such an intervention. Sexual and reproductive health (SRH) experts have long speculated about the importance of involving male partners in the SRH of women around the world (37–40). To increase women’s participation in cervical cancer screening, the WHO recommends engagement of male partners through targeted health education about cervical cancer, underscoring the crucial role of men in prevention efforts (41). Similarly, to understand the potential impact of self-administered topical therapies for cervical precancer treatment in LMICs, the role of men as decision-makers in this context should be considered (42). Recent research in Uganda and Ghana shows that, contrary to some studies that view male partners as obstacles, male partners actually support cervical cancer prevention for their wives and daughters (43–45). Such discrepancies indicate that more research is needed to understand the beliefs underlying male support of cervical cancer prevention, especially as novel treatments such as self-administered topical precancer treatments may have requirements such as contraception use or abstinence for short time frames. For many women, negotiating SRH interventions requires permission and cooperation from their male partner.

To fill this gap in the literature, we explored men’s (1) knowledge of cervical cancer, (2) perspectives on male involvement, including their intentions to support their female partner’s use of self-administered precancer therapy and the roles of male partners as facilitators to treatment uptake and adherence were they to become available for public use, and (3) beliefs about facilitators to male partner support of these therapies.

2.0 Methods

2.1 Study design & Recruitment
This cross-sectional study sequentially recruited men ages 25 to 65 years attending outpatient clinics in Kisumu County, Kenya, between November 2022 and April 2023 to participate in focus group discussions (FGDs). Inclusion criteria required that all participants have a current female partner. We used a stepped recruitment approach for the FGDs. Participants in the focus group were a subset of men who had previously participated in a survey. This survey assessed men's views on the use of self-administered therapies for the treatment of cervical precancer in their female partners, should such treatments be recommended. All men participating in the survey were invited to participate in FGDs, but a focus was placed on recruiting men whose female partners had a history of cervical precancer treatment. A total of 39 men participated in five FGDs. A sample size of five focus groups was determined a priori based on evidence suggesting most themes are captured in three to six focus groups (46).

We adopted a constructivist paradigm to understand men’s views regarding cervical cancer screening and prevention, including the treatment of HPV and cervical precancer. We also explored their opinions, perceived acceptability, and support of their female partners’ use of self-administered topical therapies for cervical precancer treatment were it to be recommended by a health provider. Constructivism posits that understanding is derived (i.e., constructed) based on one’s perceptions, experiences, and social contexts (47). Therefore, we hypothesized that men’s acceptability of topical, self-administered therapies is based, in part, on their experiences (such as having a female partner who had ever been diagnosed with HPV or cervical precancer or cancer and prior experiences with the health system) and their social contexts (such as relationships with sexual partners).

2.2 Research Team

The research team included the principal investigator (CM), a Kenyan-born practicing obstetrician/gynecologist with seven years of experience, graduate students in medicine, social work, and public health (KA, SKG, GZ), a senior qualitative investigator with nearly 20 years of experience in qualitative methods and health services research (RMF), and a senior gynecologist with over 15 years experience studying topical therapies in the U.S context (LR). The focus groups were moderated and transcribed by two qualitative research assistants from the local community who spoke local languages and were conversant with the local culture (EA, JO). The moderators had training in qualitative research, prior experience conducting FDGs, familiarity with the local context, and fluency in the local languages. The moderators also received additional training from the principal investigator on the study topic, protocol, and informed consent.

2.3 Data Collection, Transcription, and Translation

FGDs included five to eight participants each and were held in facilities that were geographically convenient to the recruiting clinics. The FGDs were conducted in the two most spoken local languages (Swahili and Dholuo) and were guided by several domains of inquiry: 1) baseline knowledge of HPV and cervical cancer screening and prevention, 2) perception of the female partner's risk of HPV or cervical cancer, 3) prior experience of a female partner undergoing cervical precancer treatment, 4) perceived support of and acceptability of female partners using self-administered topical therapies for HPV or cervical precancer treatment, 5) perceived barriers and facilitators of the use of topical therapies among female partners. During the FGDs, participants were introduced to two potential self-administered, intravaginal topical therapies for precancer treatment for which data are available: 5FU and Artesunate. Details provided included potential usage frequency (5FU once every other week for eight applications, Artesunate daily for five days for three cycles), abstinence requirements (two to three days of abstinence after each 5FU application and
none for Artesunate), and the recommendation of consistent contraception use while using both therapies. The FGD participants’ perceptions and perceived support of their female partner’s use of topical therapies were explored in a hypothetical scenario in which the participants’ female partners needed precancer treatment and a topical therapy was recommended, with discussions about male partner support of the various requirements including abstinence or contraception requirements. Each FGD lasted approximately 90 minutes. To promote a certain degree of anonymity, participants identified themselves by respondent number (e.g., R1, R2...R8). All FGDs were audio recorded and transcribed verbatim and translated from Swahili and Dholuo to English by the FGD moderators. The two moderators crosschecked the translations to confirm that the translations captured all discussions that were recorded (48).

2.4 Data Analysis

A codebook was created during the coding process through agreement among two coders (GZ, SKG) who read and coded two of the five FGD transcripts to gain a sense of topics covered and group discussions. All FGD transcripts were coded using the developed codebook. To ensure inter-coder agreement, a subset of transcripts was randomly selected, and codes were compared for agreement; discrepancies were resolved through discussion and consensus, with revisions documented in the codebook. Content analysis was performed using NVivo V1.71.

Because the proposed topical treatment is novel in this context, our analysis involved using qualitative description, which is well-suited for increasing understanding in an area with limited knowledge (49). As this approach stays ‘close’ to the data with minimal interpretation, qualitative description supported our intent of straightforward description of participant experiences that included describing and relaying perspectives using participants’ own experiences and language. Coding reports were generated from NVivo and carefully reviewed to identify themes relating to male involvement and support of cervical precancer treatment. Themes included: 1) participants’ knowledge and awareness of cervical cancer, 2) reasons behind their intention to support their partners in the uptake of self-administered topical treatment were it to become available, 3) their perceptions of themselves as facilitators to care, and 4) education as a facilitator to male partner support.

2.5 Ethical Considerations

The study was approved by the ethics review boards at Maseno University School of Medicine in Kenya and the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill in the U.S. All participants provided consent prior to participation in the study.

3.0 Results

Thirty-nine male participants meeting the eligibility criteria participated in five FGDs. The mean age of participants was 42.5 years (standard deviation 6.3). Most participants, 31 (79.5%), had a female partner with a history of cervical precancer treatment, 2 (5.1%) did not, and 6 (15.4%) were unsure of their female partner’s prior precancer treatment history.

3.1 Knowledge of cervical cancer

Most of the participants had some previous knowledge of or exposure to cervical cancer. Sources of knowledge included family or community members who had had cervical precancer or cancer, as well as television, radio, and community education sessions.
There was a time when we were called for a brief meeting, and we were told to encourage our wives and partners to be going for cervical cancer screening and treatment. - (R4, FGD1)

Some participants mentioned having known someone who “suffered” from cervical cancer. One participant cited his previous exposure to cervical cancer as the driver for permitting his wife to get screening, while another cited it as motivation to learn more about the disease.

What I have heard is that one of my relatives had her womb removed, that is hysterectomy for her to survive. She is still alive but cannot bear children, and so, whenever I hear anything to do with cancer, that memory comes to my mind and I imagine how serious the disease is. I am usually interested in knowing what type of cancer it is, and thus my curiosity to join this group and even allowed my wife to come for screening for cervical cancer. I saw my relative suffer from it and I know it is a serious thing. - (R2, FGD1)

Cervical cancer is such a great problem, my sister-in-law succumbed to it...So, whenever I hear about cancer having seen my in-law suffer, I am usually keen on [learning] anything about cancer, regardless of the type. - (R3, FGD1)

Though participants had several questions about cervical cancer, and cancer in general, including questions about its acquisition, most believed that cancer was deadly, screen-able, and preventable.

I have heard that cervical cancer, when screened or tested early, it is easy to manage, but when it has advanced, it becomes very difficult to treat. It will worsen and may not be cured. So, I usually hear that people should know their status as far as cancer is concerned early enough, so that you be put on treatment or you be sure that you do not have it. - (R8, FGD5)

### 3.2 Male partner involvement

#### 3.2.1 Intention to support female partner’s use of self-administered precancer therapy

The focus group discussions involved brief education sessions on the relationship between HPV and cervical cancer, the efficaciousness of two topical treatments currently being studied (5FU and Artesunate) as self-administered cervical precancer treatments, the treatment protocol of both drugs (including condom use and abstinence requirements for each), and the recommendation for women to use a tampon during treatment and why. When asked, all the FGD participants reported a willingness and intention to support their wife’s or female partner’s uptake of and adherence to topical, self-administered therapies for cervical precancer treatment, were it to be recommended by a healthcare provider. The beliefs underlying their intention to support were related to 1) their beliefs about cancer, 2) their understanding of the effectiveness of topical therapies presented (after it was explained to them by the FGD moderator), and 3) their perception of partner and family dynamics.

As previously mentioned, most men in the study had some baseline understanding of, or prior exposure to, cervical cancer or cancer in general. When asked if they would support their wives through cervical precancer treatment, including the use of topical, self-administered therapies, some participants stated that they would support her because they believed that cancer was deadly. However, they also believed that a cancer diagnosis was preventable if discovered and treated early. This belief was a driving factor for support.

I can support her [to use topical self-administered therapies for precancer treatment] because cancer is a killer disease, and if it is discovered early, it can be prevented, so, I can support my wife to use the cream. - (R3, FGD3)
Men also cited believing in the effectiveness of the drugs to prevent cervical cancer as a primary reason for their acceptance and support of their use.

*I will definitely agree [to support her to use the topical therapies discussed] and she will take it too because once a disease sets in, treatment is the only remedy and cream will do it very well.* - (R2, FGD5)

Men also cited their interpersonal family dynamics as reasons to support their female partner or wife's screening and precancer treatment uptake. Some men mentioned believing that a cancer diagnosis impacted all the members of the family, including the male partner himself, while others believed that mutual support and knowing about each other's health was an integral part of the partnership.

*There is nothing that can prevent me from supporting her, if the two of you [male and female partner] sit and talk things [through] together.* - (R1, FGD4)

*Our wives or partners should be screened for cervical cancer so that they get treatment early enough. You see, in case our wives have cervical cancer, we as their husbands are also affected.* - (R1, FGD1)

*Yes, I want to say that when couples live together, they live as a unit and so, they know each other’s issues and details. Even today as I came for my ARV (antiretroviral therapy) refill, she knows that I came for my drugs and so, why should she keep anything off from me, or why should I refuse that she doesn’t use the cream, yet I know it is for her own good?* - (R5, FGD5)

### 3.2.2 Male partner’s perception of themselves as facilitators to uptake and adherence

Beyond an intention to support their partner, participants believed that if they supported their partner, she would be more likely to take up and adhere to cervical precancer treatment, including the use of self-administered topical therapy. Participants emphasized that if male partners were educated about cervical cancer prevention, they would be able to present the information to their wives, positively influencing their decision to use recommended cervical precancer treatment.

Participants also emphasized the importance of their partner’s agency, stating that they would not or could not force her to use treatment, choosing to focus on support through encouragement and education.

*She will agree, after full and thorough explanation [from the male partner]. It will not be me forcing her to use the cream, but she will voluntarily accept because it is [a] source of healing. I will also take my time and explain to her the importance of this cream now that I have also understood it. I know that she will definitely agree to use it.* - (R1, FGD5)

Nevertheless, most participants believed that their own (male partner) involvement would influence their female partner’s decisions to use a self-administered topical therapy, like a cream, for cervical precancer treatment.

*I would say that women usually are hesitant to use certain things because they are not sure of their husband’s reaction to whatever it is that they want to use. And so, they keep asking themselves whether the husband would be in agreement with new ideas she has learnt from elsewhere. But if there is openness in the family more so between husband and wife, then there will be free communication and the wife will use the cream fully without any fear. If the wife see[s] that you [male partner] are understanding what is going on and understanding
her position, definitely she cannot refuse to use the cream. I know that men’s fear of new ideas or their failure to accept new methods would push the women into refusing to use cream. - (R8, FGD5)

Once the woman is taught the importance of this cream, she will definitely use it, because as her husband, if I have come for the teaching and I now understand what it takes to use the cream and I give her my full support, she will agree to use the cream for treatment of HPV or precancer of the cervix. - (R6, FGD1)

3.2.3 Ways that male partners perceive themselves to be facilitators to uptake and adherence

Participants stated ways that they intended to support their partner who may need to use self-administered therapies. Intended support highlighted ways in which men perceived themselves as facilitators of treatment uptake and adherence. This included: 1) maintaining abstinence as part of adhering to treatment protocol, 2) providing emotional support such as permission or encouragement to uptake treatment, 3) and providing financial support. Though maintaining sexual abstinence during periods of use of topical therapies has been considered a potential barrier to male partner support of topical therapies, the FGD participants unanimously asserted that they themselves were willing and able to maintain abstinence or condom use as needed if their partner were using a topical therapy, citing their understanding of the reason for the topical treatments as a key motivator of support.

For those who have been taught like ourselves, [maintaining] abstinence is not a challenge, because we know what should be done. It will be a great challenge to those who have not been taught about cervical cancer. - (R5, FGD1)

I don’t think there is any challenge in that [maintaining abstinence or using condoms]. You know the reason why you should use condoms. Also, you that there are specific times you should not have sex with your wife. If you don’t then its fine. When you see your wife applying that cream, you know why. If you know, I don’t think if there can be any problem. - (R3, FGD4)

Second to maintaining abstinence, emotional support emerged as the greatest male support-related theme throughout the FGDs. Emotional support practices cited by participants included providing their female partners permission to receive cervical cancer screening and treatment, encouraging their partner to take up treatment if they needed it, reminders to adhere to treatment timing in case of self-administered treatment used at home, maintaining open communication, and general encouragement including maintaining hope during the treatment course.

I would allow her [to use topical therapies], and I know that she will definitely go for it [if] she was found to be positive with HPV or precancer. The use of cream is good since it will help clear the precancer and so, she will not have cancer of the cervix - (R5, FGD5)

I heard it in [the] Radio station when they were announcing it. I used to hear it keenly and know what the disease is. It attacks any part of the body whether throat or private parts, so when I heard that, I did not take it seriously, it just something that is there. So later, when my wife went for screening, she [came] back and told me. They told me I had precancer, and I told her that precancer is treatable and she should [not] have stress. She became emotional
and I told her that is part of life, so just be calm. You have been told you just have precancer but there are some people who have cancer. Just be calm and follow the direction that you will be given by the doctor. Later she was calm and even asked for a reassurance to know if she will be fine. She has been coming for some health talk in the hospital and she is fine now. - (R6, FGD2)

One participant noted the ways in which open communication dynamics between male and female partners could support adherence to use of self-administered topical therapies, in which case the male partner can remind his female partner to use the cream if she has forgotten.

Just like R7 has mentioned it needs being open. Even if she forgets to apply it then you can remind her to use the cream. I don’t see any challenge in supporting them. Because if we have been supporting each other, I can’t fail to support her in that. - (R3, FGD2)

Most participants expressed a willingness to pay for the treatment, while some mentioned a willingness to pay for transportation to health facilities to receive treatment.

I would facilitate her going to hospital like giving her fare for boda boda [bicycle] or bus fare. You also look into and arrange how the household chores that she could have executed will be performed. - (R2, FGD5)

3.3 Facilitators to male partner support

Male partner education emerged as the greatest facilitator of male partner support of women’s topical therapy use. Men emphasized the need for education in helping other men understand the importance of maintaining abstinence as needed when their female partner was using topical therapies.

My wife told me about the cream but I want to learn more about it so that we, as men also get enlightened and thereby eliminating disagreement between couples. Through that [male partner education], gender-related violence will be eliminated, otherwise this thing is likely to cause chaos within marriages because the woman will want her partner or her husband to abstain because she is on medication and yet, the man doesn’t understand why he must abstain from sex for a certain period. - (R2, FGD1)

The partner may resist the idea of abstinence from sex because he has not been inducted [educated] fully. The wife will tell him that they cannot have sex because she is on medication, but the husband will not understand. Therefore, it is better for men to be taught about all the information concerning cervical cancer. - (R6, FGD1)

Suggestions for male partner education included: 1) male involvement within a clinical context and 2) male partner targeted community-based education. Some participants suggested that men attend clinic visits with their partner to receive information about topical treatment from a health care provider, citing that this would make maintaining abstinence “easier.”

If possible, the health care provider should tell her to come with the husband and explain things to him. So, we come together and I also listen as she is being explained to. So that is if she is given the cream then it is easier. - (R6, FGD4)

Other suggestions included providing women with educational material or “newsletters” from the clinic or calling male partners on the phone.

Women go with their husbands when going to the clinic or they be given newsletters to take home for the husbands to read. - (R6, FGD3)
In my view we [male partners] should just be given these forms to read. After here I will also sit down with my wife and talk about it. The best thing is to first give the women that form to take home. - (R5, FGD4)

Community-targeted education suggestions included “group counseling” such as having education meetings at chief barazas (meetings), providing information on the radio, providing cervical cancer treatment education in people’s homes, and male peer education.

I would say that proper and wide information reach should be enhanced in order to include very [person] in the community. - (R3, FGD1)

Participants suggested that community-targeted education about new self-administered cervical precancer treatment could mitigate potential interpersonal conflicts or “violence” that may arise from the need to maintain abstinence or general ignorance about topical therapies were they to be prescribed to women.

It can bring violence in the house, what I would request that before the use of this cream, there should be advertisements through chief barazas[meetings] or radios for us to have prior knowledge that even one day if your wife decides to do [use a self-administered treatment] it then we have a knowledge about it. - (R2, FGD3)

Another participant referenced how previous HIV/AIDs “awareness” campaigns that helped reduce stigma around HIV/AIDs to highlight the importance of community-targeted education methods in normalizing cervical pre-cancer treatment and increasing awareness of self-administered treatments.

[I] am very thankful for this because it something that saves life. What we should know is how to it should be accessible to everybody. My plea is that you involve also village elders, also door to door. Distributing the health care providers as they teach people around. It [door to door teaching] can [be] easier because gathering people is also not easy. Also, there are people who are shy because they are afraid of questions that might pop in. like HIV/AIDs, when it started there were some who would not even sit here that they are hiding from people they know. For us to overcome the fear just like when HIV was here. They [healthcare workers] would come even at the house to do awareness so that people are comfortable. So, like this if it [education] can be done also in the house, where both partners are sitting together. - (R8, FGD4)

Another participant highlighted the ways in which male partners themselves could be facilitators to male partner education.

To use [male partners] who have learnt this [cervical precancer treatment] and have been taught on this it is not hard. But for those who have [not] received the information [maintaining abstinence and using condoms] will be hard for them... We will also go outside and teach others.... There are men who will not use condoms [with] their wives. There are men who when they will see that their wife is applying that cream, it will be like there is something that woman is not telling him. We should fight this and even tell our neighbors, friends what this [topical treatment] is. Even if he [finds] - his wife using, he will say that is true. His neighbor told him. - (R7, FGD4)
4.0 Discussion

In this study evaluating men’s perspectives of their female partners’ use of topical, self-administered therapies for cervical precancer treatment in Kenya, we found that men were highly supportive of topical treatments after the treatment’s importance, efficacy, and use were explained to them. We also found that many participants perceived themselves to be key facilitators of their female partner’s ability and willingness to use topical self-administered therapies. All the participants reported an intention to support their partner were she to be prescribed a topical therapy. Proposed supportive behaviors included giving their partner permission to use topical therapy and adherence to abstinence and condom use requirements associated with topical therapies. Participants also highlighted the importance of male partner education, both in the clinic and in the community, to facilitate male support of topical therapies and to mitigate any potential violence resulting from not understanding the need for abstinence during treatment. Proposed education strategies included explanations about treatment from a health professional when men accompany women to the clinic, distributing educational materials to women during clinic visits to take home, and initiating community-targeted awareness campaigns to raise public awareness about topical treatments.

To our knowledge, this is the first qualitative study to explore men’s perspectives on self-administered therapies for cervical precancer treatment in an LMIC setting and their perceived support of their female partner’s use of them, should they become available. We found that men believed that male partners understanding, acceptance, and support of novel treatment methods, including self-administered therapies, would increase the likelihood of their female partner adopting and adhering to the proposed treatment. They believed that this was due, in part, to a woman’s ability to use the treatment without fear of male partner disapproval. Though they emphasized that they would not force their partners to use such a treatment, the ways in which men defined their intention to support their partners highlighted the ways that male partners may be gatekeepers to a woman’s ability to use topical, self-administered therapies (42). For instance, we found that participants viewed giving their partner permission to seek treatment as a form of support. Therefore, in settings where men are viewed as primary decision-makers of the family, a woman’s ability to use self-administered therapies for cervical precancer treatment may depend on the involvement of her male partner if she has one (42).

These findings are consistent with studies examining women’s perspectives on how male partner involvement influences their ability and likelihood of utilizing sexual and reproductive health services in LMICs (42,50–53). For example, one study found that women who attended their post-treatment follow-up visit as part of an HPV-based cervical cancer screening program in Western Kenya more often identified their male partners as supportive, compared to women who did not return and were considered “lost to follow-up” (43). This suggests that the lack of male partner support contributes to women’s inability to adhere to follow-up recommendations in this setting. In the context of self-administered therapies, a Zimbabwean study evaluating the effect of male involvement on women’s adherence to female-initiated HIV prevention methods, such as microbicide gels, found that women were more likely to use the study products if they believed their male partner supported their use (54).

Because of the pro-inflammatory nature of potential intravaginal therapies for cervical precancer, including 5FU, abstinence for specific periods around their use is recommended(18,19,32,55,56).Use of these therapies is associated with acute inflammatory changes, including transient erythema and edema of the vaginal mucosa, and mild side effects, including increased discharge, spotting, or irritation, are common(19,27,32,57). In a few cases, superficial, self-limited erosions of the vaginal
or epithelial mucosa have been observed (55). Inability to adhere to abstinence recommendations while using these therapies may be associated with worse side effects, potentially increasing a woman’s risk of contracting sexually transmitted infections, including HIV (19) and may expose the partner to the agent in case of barrierless intercourse. Similarly, as some topical agents are teratogenic when used systemically, women must use contraception during their use to avoid pregnancy. Therefore, women’s ability to negotiate abstinence and contraception use with their male partners is a critical aspect of the safety and feasibility of widespread use of these therapies in contexts where women may have less agency (58). Studies generally advise two to three days of sexual abstinence following each application of 5FU and contraception throughout the treatment to prevent pregnancy.

In exploring men's willingness to maintain abstinence for recommended periods of time when their female partners use these therapies, we found that an overwhelming majority of the FGD participants reported a willingness to maintain abstinence in support of their partner's treatment. Participants said that following appropriate teaching or education “abstinence or condom use is not a challenge because we know [why] it should be done.” Participants added that maintaining abstinence may be a "great challenge among those who have not been taught," emphasizing that "as men get enlightened," it would help “[eliminate] disagreement between couples.” One participant highlighted that through male partner education around abstinence and condom use requirements, “gender-based violence” can be prevented; "otherwise, this is likely to cause chaos within marriages.” This is particularly important when condom use is recommended among married couples, as “there are men who will not use condoms with their wives,” and without adequate education, seeing a female partner using a topical therapy, some may feel like “there is something [she] is not telling him.” Though all participants claimed that they themselves could maintain abstinence, their strong emphasis on male partner “education” to promote treatment acceptance, especially as it pertained to abstinence and condom use, sheds light on the importance of male partner involvement in facilitating male support of topical therapies like 5FU. Despite using “education” as an all-encompassing term, participants’ suggestions were indicative of a desire for (1) male involvement in the treatment-seeking behaviors of their female partner and (2) awareness-raising campaigns that normalize the existence and use of topical precancer treatments. Further, participants’ emphasis on the inability of “other men” to maintain abstinence and the need to educate “other men” on abstinence requirements may be indicative of an unwillingness to acknowledge abstinence as a personal barrier to female partner support within an FGD setting.

The ability of women receiving cervical precancer treatment in LMICs to adhere to post-treatment abstinence recommendations remains a question in the literature (59). Following conventional cervical precancer treatment, guidelines recommend avoiding sexual intercourse for four to six weeks to allow healing of the cervix or using condoms for those who cannot abstain (60). Research in LMICs has found male partners to be both a perceived and experienced barrier to adherence to post-treatment abstinence recommendations (43,51). A study in Malawi assessing barriers to follow-up after an abnormal cervical cancer screening result found that although some women cited their partners as supportive of treatment, they were still unable to maintain abstinence for the recommended period (51). Another study found that women who underwent cryotherapy in Peru felt pressure from their male partners to engage in sex sooner than recommended, though this was a small minority (61). A Kenyan study found that 16% of women reported not adhering to abstinence recommendations after undergoing an excisional procedure for cervical precancer treatment (62).

This discrepancy between our FGD participants' expressed willingness to maintain abstinence was their partner to use a topical therapy requiring intermittent abstinence and women’s concerns or experiences to the contrary in the literature needs further study. It may highlight men’s preference for
therapies that have shorter abstinence requirements (e.g., 2-3 days after each use of a topical therapy, compared to 4-6 weeks after an ablative or excisional procedure), providing an additional advantage of topical therapies in this context. Alternatively, the FGD participant’s responses may be affected by social desirability bias. To inform this, data are needed from LMIC-based studies on adherence to abstinence requirements among couples when a female partner is using topical therapies for cervical precancer treatment.

Suggestions for male involvement in the supporting use of topical therapies among their female partners included having male partners accompany their wives or female partners to clinic visits to seek information from healthcare professionals or sending women home with written educational materials directed towards their male partner, explaining the diagnosis and treatment requirements. This is consistent with a study in Kenya that found that male partners were willing and interested in accompanying their partner to maternal and child health to help facilitate uptake (50). Although women highly value and perceive the presence of male partners at clinical services as supportive, several SRH studies have identified obstacles to such accompaniment, including transportation costs, a need to work during clinic hours, and a lack of interest from male partners (42,53,54,63,64). Research on methods to encourage male partner participation in counseling sessions for topical precancer treatment, along with the use of education messages customized to local contexts, can shed light on how these strategies can impact the uptake of topical therapies in LMICs. Additionally, the impact of community-focused campaigns to raise awareness about possible new precancer treatments, like the topical therapies, as recommended in the FGDs, can be investigated to help normalize these treatments should they become available.

Supported by the expressed desire for male partner education, we believe that the unanimous intention to support and the general acceptance of the topical therapies reported in the FGDs was due, in part, to the information about topical therapies, including their potential use and efficacy that participants received in the focus groups. This provides further indication that medical information about topical therapies for precancer treatment, provided by a trusted “health professional,” is an important facilitator towards male partner involvement in the uptake and adherence to topical precancer treatment among women in LMICs.

There are several limitations to this study. Since participants were explicitly asked if they were willing to support their partner through treatment, it is possible that the responses were influenced by perceived pressure to provide a socially desirable response within a group setting. Further studies in non-group settings, including individual interviews or anonymous surveys, may further inform whether responses may differ outside a group setting. Another potential limitation is that participants in this study may not be representative of the general population due to the intentional recruitment of men whose partners had disclosed their cervical precancer treatment history, accounting for 80% of participants. Prior research suggests that an inability to seek treatment or fears about male partners as barriers to treatment often involve an inability to disclose their screening results to male partners for fears of repercussions such as accusations of promiscuity (65). Therefore, our study participants may be more likely to support topical therapies than men in the general population or those whose partners did not disclose their precancer treatment. While future studies can include a more representative sample of men, we believe that our sampling strategy is suitable for an initial study on men’s perceptions of topical therapies in this context.

In summary, in this study evaluating men’s perceptions of their female partner’s use of self-administered topical therapies for cervical precancer treatment in an LMIC, we find that, after a brief explanation of topical therapies and their potential role in precancer treatment, male study partners,
all of whom had a current female partner, and a majority of whom had a partner with a history of cervical precancer treatment, were overwhelmingly accepting of their female partner's use of self-administered topical therapies for the treatment of cervical precancer. Additionally, after receiving the said explanation, participants stated that they were willing to maintain abstinence and use condoms as necessary for treatment, though their emphasis was that "other men" (who may not be educated about topical therapies) may not be as willing to maintain abstinence without adequate education. Men's perception of their influence over their partner's ability and willingness to use such therapies highlights the ways in which male partners may be gatekeepers of their female partner's reproductive health in this context. These findings highlight an opportunity for studies to engage male partners in ongoing and future studies investigating the use of topical therapies to help close the cervical precancer treatment gap in LMICs.
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